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A search for new topological quantum systems is challenging due to the requirement of non–trivial
band connectivity that leads to protected surface states of electrons. A progress in this field was
primarily due to a realization of band inversion mechanism between even and odd parity states that
was proven to be very useful in both predicting many of such systems and our understanding their
topological properties. Despite many proposed materials assume the band inversion between s and p
(or p/d, d/f) electrons, here, we explore a different mechanism where the occupied d states subjected
to a tetrahedral crystal field produce an active t2g manifold behaving as a state with an effective
orbital momentum equal to negative one, and pushing jeff = 1/2 doublet at a higher energy. Via
hybridization with nearest neighbor orbitals realizable, e.g., in a zincblende structural environment,
this allows a formation of odd parity state whose subsequent band inversion with an unoccupied s
band becomes possible, prompting us to look for the compounds with Cu+1 ionic state. Chemical
valence arguments coupled to a search in materials database lead us to systematically investigate
electronic structures and topological properties of CuY (Y=F, Cl, Br, I) and CuXO (X=Li, Na, K,
Rb) families of compounds. Our theoretical results show that CuF displays a behavior characteristic
of an ideal Weyl semimetal with 24 Weyl nodes at the bulk Brillouin Zone. We also find that another
compounds CuNaO and CuLiO are the s–d inversion type topological insulators. Results for their
electronic structures and corresponding surfaces states are presented and discussed in the context
of their topological properties.
PACS numbers:
INTRODUCTION
Topological quantum solids are a new class of systems
that behave as an insulator or semimetal in the bulk
but whose surface contains conducting states meaning
that the electrons can primarily move along the sur-
face of the material. Starting from the original pro-
posal on the principal existence of such state of matter
in the case of two dimensions (2D) called a quantum spin
Hall insulator [1, 2] and its subsequent extension to its
three–dimensional (3D) analog called a topological in-
sulator (TI) [3], the field has been recently enriched by
the discoveries of new topological phases of matter such
as topological crystalline insulators [4], Weyl semimetals
(WSM) [5], Dirac semimetals (DSM) [6–8], and nodal line
semimetals (NLS) [9]. Their unusual properties such as
robust surface currents insensitive to the disorder or var-
ious forms of quantum Hall effects have led to a plethora
of proposals for the use of topological materials in fun-
damental research spanning from magnetic monopoles to
Majorana fermions, and in applications such as fault–
tolerant quantum computations [10, 11].
How do we identify new topological materials in the in-
finite world of chemically allowed compounds? Although,
group theoretical arguments have been recently shown to
be very helpful in our understanding of band connectivity
and their resulting topological behavior [12, 13], the re-
markable progress in this field has been primarily driven
by a realization of the so called band inversion mechanism
[2] where the s level at the conduction–band edge and the
p level at the valence–band edge interchange at a certain
portion of the Brillouin Zone (BZ) and open a hybridiza-
tion gap. Since s and p are even or odd parity states, this
may result in a non–zero Z2 topological invariant accord-
ing to the Fu–Kane criterion of the 3D TIs [14]. Much cel-
ebrated discoveries of such topological systems as HgTe
quantum wells [2], Bi2Se3 and related compounds[15, 16],
proposals for half–Heusler ternary compounds [17–19],
BaBiO3 [20], etc., have been all based on this band in-
version mechanism. Very interesting extensions of these
ideas for the inversion between d and f levels have led
to the proposals of some Americium and Plutonium com-
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2FIG. 1: Illustration how the atomic d–level subjected to a
tetrahedral crystal field spin–orbit coupling and hybridiza-
tion with nearest neighbors produces odd parity Γ
(−)
7 doublet
that can hybridize with a predominantly empty s–band of a
material.
pounds [21] showing non–trivial topological properties as
well as to the discovery of a topological Kondo insulator
SmB6 [22]. Another example is the most recent proposal
of nodal line materials that have the p − d inversion of
levels [23–26].
Will systems with hybridized s and d electrons qualify
to show topologically protected states? Despite the cor-
responding spherical harmonics are both of even parity,
it is well known that the d states subjected to the cubic
crystal field produce a t2g triplet that behaves in many
cases as a state with effective orbital momentum equal
to negative one [27]. Most notable examples here are the
Mott insulating behavior in Sr2IrO4 [28] and predicted
non–collinear magnetism in pyrochlore iridates [5] where
the spin–orbit splitting of the t2g manifold leads to an
active jeff = 1/2 doublet state. One can subsequently
explore a new class of materials where active s and d elec-
trons realize new topologically non–trivial systems. This
is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 where the atomic
d–level subjected to a tetrahedral crystal field realizable,
e.g., in a zincblende structural environment, and spin–
orbit coupling can form an odd parity Γ
(−)
7 state via hy-
bridization with nearest–neighbor orbitals. A subsequent
band inversion with an unoccupied s band becomes pos-
sible in compounds containing ionic configurations d10s0,
such as Cu+1 .
Here we report on a theoretical study how such s–d
inversion mechanism is capable to produce topologically
non–trivial electronic phases and lead to new realizations
of Weyl semimetals and topological insulators. First, we
use a low–energy k · p model to illustrate the parameter
space responsible for the appearance of various topologi-
cal phases. Second, using a valence argument, we estab-
lish a chemical space of relevant compounds, and by cou-
pling first–principles band structure calculations with a
search in materials database, we successfully predict that
FIG. 2: Phase diagram of the minimal (4x4) k · p model
involving two s–orbitals and two Γ
(−)
7 orbitals in the sym-
metry T 2d (F43m) of the zincblende structure which illus-
trates realization of various topological phases in the pa-
rameter space of the model: normal insulator (NI) (cyan),
Dirac semimetal (DSM) (red), topological insulator (TI) (yel-
low),Weyl semimetal (WSM) (green).
CuF is a Weyl semimetal with 24 Weyl points in the bulk
Brillouin Zone. Remarkably, this material does not show
any other trivial states crossing the Fermi level contrary
to recently discovered TaAs[29, 30] and other WSMs[11].
Furthermore, we also predict that CuNaO and CuLiO
are the s− d inversion type topological insulators.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effective Model. The d–orbital subjected to a crys-
tal field of cubic lattices is split onto t2g and eg orbital
states, where, if the local symmetry is octahedral, the
energy of eg state comes higher than the one of t2g state,
while if the local symmetry is tetrahedral, the energy
of the t2g is higher than the one of the eg. Within the
t2g manifold, the effective orbital angular momentum is
one with an additional minus sign[27]. That means that
when the spin–orbit coupling (SOC) of the strength λ
is taken into account, the t2g state is split into effec-
tive jeff = 1/2 doublet state with and energy λ and
jeff = 3/2 quadruplet state with an energy −λ/2. Note
that the jeff = 1/2 state is energetically higher than the
jeff = 3/2. Allowing hybridization with nearest neighbor
orbitals the jeff = 1/2 doublet can form an antibonding
state of odd parity, |Γ(−)7 〉. Thus, as we illustrate on Fig.
1, if a predominantly empty band of the even parity (s)
character resides above the occupied d–level, its bottom
around the Γ point and odd parity Γ
(−)
7 state can in-
terchange and open a hybridization gap. This scenario
may produce a non–zero Z2 topological invariant because
according to Fu and Kane criterion [14], the product of
3occupied states parities at all time reversal invariant mo-
menta becomes equal to −1 due to the occurrence of the
band inversion around the Γ point.
Although many lattice space groups would qualify for
exploring this idea, the ones without inversion symmetry
are particularly interesting since they are capable of re-
alizing Weyl semimetals. These materials were recently
proposed to have topological surface states in a form of
Fermi arcs[5] as well as a great number of other exotic
phenomena such as a highly anisotropic negative mag-
netoresistance related to chiral anomaly effect[31, 32],
a topological response[33], unusual non–local transport
properties[34], novel quantum oscillations from the Fermi
arcs[35], etc [11].
One of the simplest structures that would fit the re-
quirement of the absent inversion center is the zincblende
structure with the space group T 2d (F43m). Let us use a
k · p method and construct a low energy effective model
around the Γ point in the symmetry of the zincblende
structure by considering only a minimal basis set of 4
orbitals: |s, jz = 1/2〉, |s, jz = −1/2〉,
∣∣∣Γ(−)7 , jz = 1/2〉,∣∣∣Γ(−)7 , jz = −1/2〉.
The Hamiltonian reads
Heff = 0(k) +

M(k) 0 Pkz + iV kxky Pk− + V kzk+
0 M(k) Pk+ − V kzk− −Pkz − iV kxky
Pkz − iV kxky Pk− − V kzk+ −M(k) 0
Pk+ + V kzk− −Pkz + iV kxky 0 −M(k)

where k± = kx ± iky and M(k) = M0 − M1k2
with parameters M0, M1 chosen to be less than
zero in order to reproduce the band inversion.
In such a case, the energy dispersion is E(k) =
0(k) ±
√
A(k)2 +B±(k)2, where A(k)2 = M(k)2,
B±(k)2 = P 2k2 + V 2(k2xk
2
y + k
2
xk
2
z + k
2
yk
2
z) ±
2
√
P 2V 2(k2y(k
2
x − k2z)2 + k2x(k2y − k2z)2 + k2z(k2x − k2y)2).
The band crossing points are given by the following
conditions: A(k)2 +B−(k)2 = 0.
According to the conditions of the band inversion and
the band crossings, we can obtain the phase diagram with
a variety of topological phases such as DSM, WSM, and
TI, depending on the parameters of the model. This is
illustrated in Fig.2. For example, let us fix the parameter∣∣P
V
∣∣ = 0.5 and alter M0M1 , as shown by a vertical arrow in
Fig.2. For any M0M1 < 0, there is no band inversion, and the
system is a normal insulator (NI), because the s band is
higher than the Γ
(−)
7 band everywhere in k space. When
M0
M1
approaches zero, the s band lowers down, and when
M0
M1
= 0, the s band exactly touches Γ
(−)
7 band at the Γ
point. The system becomes a Dirac semimetal with four–
fold degenerate Dirac point exactly at k = 0. The DSM
plays the role of a phase boundary between topologically
trivial and non–trivial phases. It is indeed a line in the
phase diagram (red) for any value of
∣∣P
V
∣∣. If we further
lower the s band by increasing M0M1 (both M0, M1 < 0),
the band inversion occurs. First, we obtain the TI phase,
and, second, the ideal WSM emerges. The Weyl points
are confined within kx = 0, ky = 0 or kz = 0 planes
by a special symmetry C2T = C2 · T where C2 denotes
two–fold rotation C2x, C2y and C2z and T denotes the
time–reversal symmetry[36].
To illustrate the transition between the TI and the
WSM phases, let us set kz = 0. Then the condition
for bands crossing, A(k)2 + B−(k)2 = 0, requires both
A(k) = 0 and B−(k) = 0, where A(k) = M0 −M1(k2x +
k2y) and B−(k) = |P |
∣∣∣√k2x + k2y∣∣∣ − |V | |kxky|. A(k) = 0
is the equation for a circle and B−(k) = 0 is a hyperbolic
equation. When M0 = 0, the circle becomes a point and
the band crossing occurs at k = 0 giving rise to the DSM
phase. When M0 < 0, the band crossing is determined
by the crossing between the circle and the hyperbola.
Touching between the two occurs at M0M1 = 4
∣∣P
V
∣∣2, which
is the boundary between the TI and the WSM phases.
Material Realization. A realization of such model
dictates the search of a material with a fully occupied
narrow d band and an empty wide s band, so that, in
principle, any ionic compound with Cu+1 valence state
subjected to the discussed symmetry constrains qualifies.
We therefore utilize a first–principles electronic structure
method (for details, see Appendix) and systematically
investigate energy bands and topological properties of the
following two families of compounds: CuX (X=F, Cl, Br,
I) and CuYO (Y=Li, Na, K, Rb). Our results indicate
that the compound CuF is an ideal Weyl semimetal while
CuNaO and CuLiO are both topological insulators of the
discussed s–d type of the band inversion.
We first discuss electronic structures of CuX (X=F, Cl,
Br, I) family [37]. Experimentally, it was first reported in
1933 that CuF crystallizes in a zincblende structure[37],
illustrated in Fig.3(a), although its existence under am-
bient conditions was questioned later on[37–41]. As there
are no free internal coordinates in this type of structure,
the only parameters to optimize are the lattice constants.
Our numerical results are in a good agreement with the
4FIG. 3: Results for CuF: (a) Crystal structure with Cu atoms (red) and F atoms (cyan); (b) The Brillouin Zone and the
projected (001) (blue) and (111) (red) surfaces. Green (with Chern number +1) and blue (with Chern number -1) dots show
schematic positions of the Weyl nodes. (c) Band structure in the vicinity of the Fermi level where Γ
(−)
7 states (blue) and s
states (red) form band inversion. The insert shows a wave function |Γ(−)7 〉 along the Cu-F line, behaving as an odd parity
state with respect to the point approximately midway between Cu and F. Solid/dashed lines show real (red) and imaginary
(blue) parts of two components of Γ
(−)
7 , respectively. (d) The Fermi arc surface states for the (001) surface; (e) The Fermi arc
surface states for (111) surface. Here the green (black) diamonds are the projections of two Weyl points with monopole charges
+2(–2), while the green (black) stars are the projections of the single Weyl point with monopole charges +1(–1).
original experimental work [37] and small discrepancies
have a negligible effect on the electronic structures.
Our theoretical analysis shows that the compounds
CuCl, CuBr, CuI are all topologically trivial band insula-
tors. The band structure of CuF along two high symme-
try lines of the first BZ (for notations, see Fig. 3(b)) is
shown in Fig. 3(c). The spin–orbit coupling is included in
the calculation. Our orbital–character analysis confirms
that the states near the Fermi level are mainly formed by
Cu–3d states (denoted by blue color) and Cu–4s states
(denoted by red color) as shown in Fig. 3(c). F–2p states
are located between –8.5eV and –7.5eV indicating that
they are far away from the Fermi level. However, they
hybridize strongly with nearest neighbor Cu–jeff = 1/2
states and produce an antibonding odd parity doublet
Γ
(−)
7 . To illustrate this, at the insert of Fig. 3(c), we
plot the calculated wave function |Γ(−)7 〉 along the line
connecting Cu and F atoms. One can clearly see that,
at the Cu site, the wave function is even but in the mid-
dle of the Cu-F bond, it becomes odd via the formation
of the antibonding combination between Cu–jeff = 1/2
and F-2p. We find that apart from the linearly dispersing
5Weyl states there are no other bands crossing the Fermi
level. We also find that the Γ
(−)
7 state located at 0.04
eV above the Fermi energy and the Cu–4s state located
at -0.47eV form an inverted band structure around the Γ
point.
FIG. 4: Results for CuNaO: (a) Crystal structure where
light red spheres denote Cu atoms, dark red spheres denote
O atoms while the cyan spheres denote Na atoms; (b) The
band structure in the vicinity of the Fermi level where Cu–
janteff = 1/2 states (blue) and Cu–4s states (red) form band
inversion; (c) The Dirac cone surface states for the (111) sur-
face.
Our further calculation reveals that CuF is an ideal
Weyl semimetal without any additional Fermi pockets.
The Weyl points are searched for by scanning the whole
BZ. To check their locations, the Chern number associ-
ated with each Weyl point is calculated by integrating
the Berry curvature based on a computational scheme
proposed by Fukui et.al.[42]. We find that the locations
of the Weyl nodes with chirality C = +1 are (±k1, ±k2,
0), (0, ±k1, ±k2), (±k2, 0, ±k1), and those with chiral-
ity C = −1 are (±k1, 0, ±k2), ( ±k2, ±k1, 0), (0, ±k2,
±k1), where k1=0.20511A˚−1 and k2=0.05114A˚−1. There
are total 24 Weyl nodes related by C3 rotational symme-
try along [111] direction and C2 rotational symmetry in
the first BZ, as shown schematically in Fig. 3(b). They
are confined within kx = 0, ky = 0 and kz = 0 planes
by the co–existence of time–reversal symmetry and the
two–fold rotations, i.e. C2T [36].
The existence of novel Fermi arc surface states is a re-
markable feature of Weyl semimetals. In an ideal case,
such as the one we find for CuF, a well separated set
of Weyl nodes only exists at the Fermi level, and leads
to long Fermi arcs. To illustrate this, we calculate sur-
face states of CuF by using the Green function method
based on the tight–binding Hamiltonian obtained from
maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWF) fit to
the first–principles calculation [43]. The Fermi arc sur-
face states for the (001) and (111) surfaces are shown in
Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 3(e), respectively.
In particular, for the (001) surface, the arcs are found
to be long and should be easily detectable experimen-
tally. In Fig. 3(d), there are two touching points along
Γ − X which originate from the two Weyl points, with
monopole charges +2 (green diamonds) and –2 (black
diamonds). Therefore, one can clearly see two surface
states coming out from these Weyl points. Along Γ− L,
there are no projected Weyl points, but there exists a
surface state crossing the Fermi level which indicates a
Fermi arc crossing Γ − L. The green (black) diamonds
here represent the projection of two Weyl points with
monopole charges +2(–2), while the green (black) stars
represent the single Weyl point projection with monopole
charge +1(–1).
The compounds CuYO (Y=Li, Na, K, Rb) have first
been reported to exist in a tetragonal structure with
space group I4/mmm[44]. However, a recent theoreti-
cal work also showed that under high hydrostatic pres-
sure CuYO (Y=Li, Na, K, Rb) can undergo a structural
phase transition to a zincblende structure[45] which is at
the center of interest in our work. Our electronic struc-
ture calculations are performed with lattice parameters
consistent with the previous theoretical studies[45, 46].
Our numerical results show that CuLiO and CuNaO are
both topological insulators while CuKO and CuRbO are
normal insulators.
Let us take CuNaO as an example showing unique fea-
tures of the s− d inversion mechanism. Its crystal struc-
ture is illustrated in Fig. 4(a). The electronic structure
with SOC included is shown in Fig. 4(b). The active
states around the Fermi level are the Cu–3d states (blue)
and Cu–4s states (red). From the details at the Γ point,
the Γ
(−)
7 states are located at +0.07 eV while the 4s states
are at -0.43eV. This illustrates the band inversion mecha-
nism. Our calculation of Z2 topological invariant verifies
that this system is a TI. The corresponding band struc-
ture calculation for (111) surface is shown on Fig.4(c)
where a linearly dispersing Dirac cone is resolved within
a small bulk energy gap.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have explored the band inversion
mechanism between spin–orbit coupled t2g states and
a wide s band for a zincblende type of structure. We
found that a few ionic compounds with Cu+1 valence
state exhibit non–trivial topological properties: CuLiO
and CuNaO are the topological insulators while CuF is
a Weyl semimetal. Remarkably, apart from the Weyl
nodes, there are no other Fermi surface states in this
compound which makes it appealing for further experi-
mental studies of such effects as a large negative mag-
netoresistance. Being a definite signature of the chiral
anomaly in the quantum limit, it has been observed in
known Weyl semimetals [47], but it is not clear how to
separate contributions from the Weyl points and regular
Fermi pockets.
6Our theoretical work demonstrates how the ideas of
band inversion coupled to chemical valence considera-
tions can guide the search of new topological quantum
systems in the infinite database of materials. Although
the tight–binding method employed in our work to de-
tect Fermi arc surface states does not take into account
surface relaxation effects, it shows the existence of long
arcs in CuF. We have recently shown [48], that long and
straight Fermi arcs are generally capable of supporting
nearly dissipationless surface currents, therefore it could
be interesting to explore if nanowires based on CuF are
realizable in practice.
APPENDIX: COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We perform first–principles calculations based on the
full potential linearized augmented plane wave (FP–
LAPW) method as implemented in WIEN2K package
[49]. To obtain accurate band inversion strength and
band order, the modified Becke–Johnson exchange po-
tential together with local density approximation for the
correlation potential (MBJLDA) has been used[50]. The
plane–wave cutoff parameter RMTKmax is set to be 7.
The spin–orbit coupling is treated using the second–order
variational procedure. To check the existence of the Weyl
nodes, a dense k–mesh with 24 × 24 × 24 divisions of
reciprocal lattice translations has been employed. To
study the surface states, we use the Green’s function
method based on a tight–binding Hamiltonian using the
maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs), which
are projected from the Bloch states derived from first–
principles calculations [43].
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